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edius x: cpu: cpu with avx2 support: intel 4th
gen or newer or equivalent amd cpu memory: 8
gb ram or more for 4k projects 16 gb or more

hard disk: 6 gb of hard disk space for
installation, fast drive for video storage
graphics card: 1 gb vram or more for 4k

projects 2 gb or more sound card: sound card
with wdm driver support network: internet

connection required for initial software license
activation, thereafter once per month to

maintain usage offline activation and usage
possible for edius x workgroup os: windows 10

64-bit version 1903 or laterchanges can be
made at any time without notice. supported
languages: english, french, german, italian,

spanish and chinese traditional (chinese
simplified is available in the chinese version

and japanese in the japanese version of edius
x)edius 9(updated for software version

9.30)os:windows 7 64-bit (service pack 1 or
later), windows 8/8.1/10 64-bitnote: see

memory section below for physical memory
limits of each os. drawing design files using any

number of materials is a basic process in any
field that requires creating visuals. sketchport

sketchbook express can also help you with that
task. simple interface and toolset sketchbook
express is a multi-platform vector graphics
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design program that can be run on windows,
mac and linux platforms. as the name suggests,

it allows you to create various kinds of vector
art by using a simple interface that packs a
handful of useful tools (strokes 66cf4387b8
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